Studying the mechanism of RNA separations using RNA chromatography and its application in the analysis of ribosomal RNA and RNA:RNA interactions.
DNA/RNA chromatography presents a versatile platform for the analysis of nucleic acids. Although the mechanism of separation of double stranded (ds) DNA fragments is largely understood, the mechanism by which RNA is separated appears more complicated. To further understand the separation mechanisms of RNA using ion pair reverse phase liquid chromatography, we have analysed a number of dsRNA and single stranded (ss) RNA fragments. The high-resolution separation of dsRNA was observed, in a similar manner to dsDNA under non-denaturing conditions. Moreover, the high-resolution separation of ssRNA was observed at high temperatures (75 degrees C) in contrast to ssDNA. It is proposed that the presence of duplex regions/secondary structures within the RNA remain at such temperatures, resulting in high-resolution RNA separations. The retention time of the nucleic acids reflects the relative hydrophobicity, through contributions of the nucleic sequence and the degree of secondary structure present. In addition, the analysis of RNA using such approaches was extended to enable the discrimination of bacterial 16S rRNA fragments and as an aid to conformational analysis of RNA. RNA:RNA interactions of the human telomerase RNA component (hTR) were analysed in conjunction with the incorporation of Mg2+ during chromatography. This novel chromatographic procedure permits analysis of the temperature dependent formation of dimeric RNA species.